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Abstract

 

Mitosis and cytoplasmic microtubule (MT)
dynamics were observed for the first time in

 

 Vaucheria ter-
restris

 

 sensu Goetz. Mitosis could occasionally be seen in
part of the cylindrical coenocytic cell. The frequency of
encountering cells with dividing nuclei was highest (ca 12%)
4 h after the onset of light in 12 h light/12 h dark regimes;
it decreased thereafter and approached zero during the
dark period. From the anterior end of every interphase
nucleus a unique, long MT bundle extended. Differential-
interference optics reveals that there is a filamentous struc-
ture in front of the moving nucleus. In prophase, the inter-
phase bundle disappeared and shorter MT bundles
emanated from both ends of the nucleus. In metaphase, the
cytoplasmic MTs completely disappeared, probably being
recycled to spindles. Continuous MTs elongated in
anaphase and developed into an interzonal spindle in telo-
phase; this elongated up to as much as 10 

 

m

 

m. The daughter
nuclei were pushed away from each other by the interzonal
spindle. Mitosis started synchronously in a relatively narrow
region, and the mitotic stage propagated as a mitotic wave
to adjacent regions, most frequently from tip to base. The
role of the mitotic wave in tip growth and morphogenesis
of a coenocytic cell is discussed.
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Introduction

 

In plant tissues, cell division is a prerequisite for new growth
and morphogenesis. Since nuclear division is always fol-
lowed by cytokinesis in multicellular plants, the significan-
ces of nuclear division and cytokinesis in growth and
morphogenesis are indistinguishable. However, this is not
the case in coenocytes, because mitosis is not followed by
cytokinesis. Nuclei in a coenocytic cell also increase in num-
ber when the cell volume increases. There seems to be a
regulation between the number and/or volume of nuclei and
the volume of cytoplasm also present in coenocytes. How-
ever, little is known as to how mitosis is spatially and tem-
porally regulated in individual coenocytes.

Although coenocytes (syncytia, plasmodia) are distrib-
uted widely among different phylogenetic groups, rang-
ing from myxomycetes to higher plants and animals,
they are divided in their organization into three groups
as follows:

– Group 1: an individual is composed of a single coenocytic
cell, e.g., the xanthophycean alga,

 

 Vaucheria

 

; several
green algae including

 

 Boergesenia

 

,

 

 Bryopsis

 

 and

 

 Caul-
erpa

 

; and the plasmodium of a myxomycota,

 

 Physarum

 

;
– Group 2: an individual is composed of longitudinally con-

nected cylindrical coenocytic cells, e.g., the green alga,

 

Cladophora

 

; the red alga,

 

 Griffithsia

 

;
– Group 3: an individual body is composed of some coeno-

cytes and ordinary uni-nuclear cells, e.g., internodal cells
of

 

 Chara

 

 and

 

 Nitella

 

; tapetal cells in flowers of higher
plants; muscles of animals.

Of these coenocytic organisms, group 1 algae are the
simplest and therefore suitable for the physiological study
of coenocytes.

It was recently reported that the accumulation of nuclei
in the irradiated region is indispensable to branch induc-
tion from blue-light-irradiated regions of coenocytic tubes
of the xanthophycean alga,

 

 Vaucheria

 

 (Takahashi et al.
2001).

 

 Vaucheria

 

 cells form new tips by gathering nuclei
into irradiated regions from adjacent non-irradiated areas,
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without an intervening mitosis. Dense packs of nuclei are
seen not only at the presumptive site of branching, but also
in the actively growing tips. These observations lead to the
assumption that spatial regulation of nuclei is only short
range. Similar short-range regulation by nuclei has been
reported in the initiation of branching of fern protonema
(Wada 1998). Such short-range control of nuclei in cyto-
morphogenesis may indicate that newly synthesized
mRNA and proteins stay near the nuclei and do not
quickly diffuse away. In

 

 Acrosiphonia

 

, a green algal coeno-
cyte belonging to group 2, a septum is formed at a subapi-
cal region of the apical cell where many nuclei gather and
divide (Hudson and Waaland 1974; Aruga et al. 1996).
Growth and cytomorphogenesis of coenocytes are proba-
bly either short-range controlled by nuclear accumulation
or long-range regulated by mitosis occurring at an appro-
priate interval.

In the present article we describe the mitosis of

 

 Vauche-
ria terrestris

 

 sensu Goetz (

 

=

 

 V. frigida

 

) with immunofluores-
cence microscopy, and report the synchronous mitosis and
mitotic waves propagating most frequently from the grow-
ing apex to the base.

 

Fig. 1a,b.

 

Massive accumulation of nuclei in the actively growing apex
of

 

 Vaucheria terrestris

 

 sensu Goetz.

 

 a

 

 Differential interference contrast
photomicrograph of an actively growing apex.

 

 b

 

 Nuclei, stained with
4

 

¢

 

, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, in the same region as

 

 a

 

.

 

 Bar

 

 represents
50 

 

m

 

m

 

Fig. 2a–f.

 

Changes in morphology of 
nuclei and microtubules (MTs) during 
the course of mitosis. Nuclei divide 
synchronously in a relatively narrow 
region. Representative examples of 
nuclei (

 

blue

 

) and MTs (

 

green

 

) at 
different stages of mitosis are shown. 
Magnified fluorescent images of nuclei 
at correspondent stages are shown in 
insets.

 

 a

 

 Immediately before prophase.

 

 
b

 

 Prophase.

 

 c

 

 Metaphase.

 

 d

 

 Mixture of 
metaphase, anaphase and telophase.

 

 e

 

 
Late telophase.

 

 f

 

 Interphase.

 

 Bar

 

 for 
color photographs represents 30 

 

m

 

m;

 

 
bar

 

 for monochromatic insets 
represents 5 

 

m

 

m
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Materials and methods

 

Plant material and culture methods

The freshwater xanthophycean alga,

 

 Vaucheria terrestris

 

sensu Goetz var.

 

 terrestris

 

 C. A. Agardh (

 

= 

 

V. frigida

 

 Roth.)
was subcultured as previously described (Kataoka 1981,
1987; Takahashi et al. 2001). Thalli were transferred to fresh
medium and further cultured for 4 weeks. The cells were cut
into fragments of about 20 mm in length and incubated in
a sterile plastic dish (60 mm

 

 ¥ 

 

15 mm) (Valmark, Canada)
until wounds healed. Experiments were conducted with
those cell fragments bearing only one actively growing tip.
Unless otherwise stated, the alga was cultured in an incu-
bator (Nippon Medical and Chemical Instruments, Osaka)
at 20

 

 ± 

 

1°C with 12 h light/12 h dark regimes. White light at
an intensity of approximately 20 

 

m

 

mol m

 

-

 

2

 

 s

 

-

 

1

 

 was used for
illumination.

Fluorescence microscopy

Fixation and immunostaining for fluorescence microscopy
are essentially the same as described before (Takahashi et
al. 2001). Briefly, specimens were fixed in a solution of 1.8%
paraformaldehyde and 0.2% glutaraldehyde, or 1.0% glut-
araldehyde, in piperazine-

 

N

 

,

 

N

 

¢

 

-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid)
(PIPES) buffer (20 mM PIPES buffer, pH 7.0, containing
0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 5 mM ethylene
glycol-

 

O

 

,

 

O

 

¢

 

-bis(2-aminoethyl)-

 

N,N,N

 

¢

 

,N

 

¢

 

-tetraacetic acid
(EGTA), 5 mM MgSO

 

4

 

 and 1.0% dimethylsulfoxide). After
washing with PIPES buffer, fixed specimens were cut into
about 500 

 

m

 

m-long segments with sharp dentist’s scissors.
Specimens were then treated with 2.0% Triton X-100 to
decrease autofluorescence of chlorophylls. Anti-chick 

 

b

 

-
tubulin mouse antibody and secondary fluorescein
isothiocyanate-conjugated (FITC-conjugated) anti-mouse
immunoglobulin G (Amersham) were used to stain micro-
tubules (MTs). 4

 

¢

 

, 6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
(Sigma) was used to stain nuclei either solely or after the
immunostaining. For the analysis of mitotic waves, straight
algal tubes of length 20–30 mm, having only one growth
point, were fixed and stained only with DAPI without
cutting into fragments. Other conditions for fixation were
the same as above. Epifluorescence images were observed
with Axioskop and Axioplan 2 microscopes (Zeiss,
Germany). Cells were also observed with differential inter-
ference contrast (DIC) optics (Fig. 1, with Axioskop [Zeiss];
and Fig. 3c–e, with BF-DIC [Olympus]).

 

Results

 

Nuclei

As Fig. 1 shows, nuclei are densely accumulated in the lower
half of an actively growing apical dome of

 

 Vaucheria

 

. In the
apical dome, cytoplasm is thickly accumulated. From the

extreme tip, however, nuclei and chloroplasts are excluded
(Fig. 1a). The transparent apical cap region also contains
numerous mitochondria, which are recognized as tiny fluo-
rescent spots (Fig. 1b). The density of nuclei is low in the
proximal regions or in tips that cease growth (data not
shown). While it widely varies from cell to cell, the average
nuclear density in the proximal region is about 1,000 nuclei
per 1-mm-long

 

 Vaucheria

 

 tube with diameter 70 

 

m

 

m
(Takahashi et al. 2001).

Mitosis and cytoplasmic MTs

Nuclei and MTs were double stained with DAPI and FITC-
conjugated ß-tubulin antibody. Interphase nuclei are most
frequently observed in the specimens fixed during the light
period. Figure 2 shows merged photographs of nuclei and
MTs, which are arranged in order of mitotic stages. Every
interphase nucleus (Fig. 2a, f) has one long MT bundle.
There is almost no MT bundle without an attached nucleus
at one end. As previously reported (Ott 1992; Takahashi et
al. 2001), the nucleus-attaching MT bundles run parallel to
the cell axis.

When nuclei start to divide, the long MT bundles
become wavy and disorganized and are then destroyed
(Fig. 2a, b). Several short MT bundles emanate from both
ends of the prophase nucleus. However, the exact time
course and dynamics of cytoplasmic MTs during transition
from interphase to prophase are not yet known. The inter-
phase nuclei shown in the inset of Fig. 2a are probably in
the G2 stage, as guessed from their size. When mitosis
begins, nucleoli disappear and the profiles of chromone-
mata become irregular (inset of Fig. 2b).

As shown in Fig. 2c, MTs completely change into spin-
dles and there are no cytoplasmic MTs in the region that is
occupied by metaphase nuclei. Most metaphase nuclei are
seen as short rods with rough contours (inset of Fig. 2c),
revealing that most spindles orient parallel to the cell sur-
face and that chromosomes are aligned at the equatorial
plane of the spindle. Since no MT bundles other than the
spindle can be seen in this area, cytoplasmic MTs seem to
be depolymerized and recycled into spindle MTs, which are
surrounded by nuclear envelopes.

Chromosomes are then separated from each other
toward the spindle poles during anaphase and telophase
(Fig. 2d, e). Daughter nuclei (inset of Fig. 2e) are clearly
smaller than interphase nuclei shown in the inset of Fig. 2a.
However, we occasionally observed interphase nuclei of
about 2 

 

m

 

m in diameter (cf. Fig. 6c), which are thought to
be in G1 stage.

A thick MT bundle of about 10 

 

m

 

m in length, or the
interzonal spindle, is observed between the daughter nuclei
(Fig. 2d, e). The interzonal spindles are clearly shorter than
the interphase MT bundles. As seen in Fig. 2e, both ends
of the interzonal spindles are abruptly cut and do not reach
the centrosomes. Obviously, in the gaps between an inter-
zonal spindle and two centrosomes there are condensing
daughter nuclei. As

 

 Vaucheria

 

 exhibits close nuclear divi-
sion (e.g., Ott and Brown 1972), the nuclear envelope
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remains intact during the nuclear division. The interzonal
spindle should be surrounded by nuclear envelope.

The number of chloroplasts and nuclei were reduced by
keeping the alga under dim white light for several days. In
this condition, the nucleus-MT bundle complexes could be
much more clearly observed with fluorescence microscopy
(Fig. 3a, b). The interphase nuclei often take a pyriform
shape, and a long MT bundle extends from the anterior end.
The average length of the anterior MT bundles shown in
Fig. 3a is 41.6

 

 ± 

 

5.18 

 

m

 

m (

 

n

 

 = 

 

14). It varies, however, from
cell to cell. A strongly magnified photograph (Fig. 3b)
reveals that two rear short bundles extend from the head of

the nucleus, besides the anterior MT. The anterior MT bun-
dle is found to be composed of 20–30 MTs (data not shown).
The anterior MT bundle apparently corresponds to the fil-
amentous structure observed with time-lapsed DIC optics
(Fig. 3c–e).

Mitotic wave

The frequency of cells with dividing nuclei (mitotic index)
was the highest 4 h after the beginning of the light-period
(Fig. 4). Then it rapidly decreased and almost no mitosis was
observed during the dark period.

 

Fig. 3a–e.

 

Interphase nuclei with long anterior MT bundles.

 

 a

 

 Each
long MT bundle that runs parallel to the cell axis extends from a
nucleus.

 

 b

 

 A part of

 

 a

 

 is magnified. Besides an anterior MT bundle,
two posterior short bundles extending along the nucleus are seen.

 

 Bars

 

in

 

 a

 

 and

 

 b

 

 represent 10 

 

m

 

m.

 

 c

 

–

 

e

 

 Differential interference contrast
photomicrographs of a nucleus with anterior filamentous structure
taken at intervals of 30 s.

 

 Black arrowheads

 

 nucleus,

 

 white arrows

 

 fila-
mentous structure extending in front of the nucleus. Chloroplasts were
previously removed from the field of view by irradiating with intense
light (photoavoidance).

 

 Bar

 

 in

 

 c

 

 represents 10 

 

m

 

m

 

Fig. 4.

 

Mitotic index over 1 day. More than 100 cells were inspected
every 2 h during a 12 h light/12 h dark cycle and the proportions of cells
in which mitosis were found are plotted versus time of day. Light
period was from 0600 to 1800 hours

 

Fig. 5a–c.

 

Prophase and metaphase are adjacent to each other.

 

 a

 

Nuclei; prophase nuclei can be distinguished from interphase nuclei by
their rough profiles.

 

 b

 

 MTs; four short MT bundles emanate from each
prophase nucleus.

 

 c

 

 Superimposition of

 

 a

 

 and

 

 b

 

. The long anterior MT
bundles extending from interphase nuclei are not observed in
prophase.

 

 Bar

 

 represents 30 

 

m

 

m
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Fig. 6a–c.

 

 Basipetally propagating mitotic wave.

 

 a

 

 Mitosis has just
started at the apex, while in the basal region nuclei are still in the
interphase.

 

 b

 

 When nuclei in the subapical region start to divide, nuclei
in the apical region enter metaphase.

 

 c

 

 When nuclei in the basal region
are in metaphase and anaphase, nuclei in the subapical region are in
telophase and, in the most apical region, nuclei have just finished their
mitosis.

 

 Bar

 

 represents 50 

 

m

 

m

 

When dividing nuclei were found in

 

 Vaucheria terrestris

 

sensu Goetz, the area of the nuclei in the same mitotic phase
was narrow, being at the widest a few hundred micrometers.
In the region next to this area, however, we saw either a
zone consistent with that of the previous stage or the next
mitotic stage as shown in Fig. 5. To double-stain nuclei and
MTs we had to cut the cells into approximately 500 

 

m

 

m-long
fragments after fixation with aldehydes, so that the tubulin
antibody could sufficiently penetrate into the cytoplasm.
This treatment, however, impeded observation of the wider
area and the contiguity of mitosis within a cell. Thus, for the
analysis of distribution and propagation of mitosis, we
skipped the immunostaining of MTs. After culture under
12 h light/12 h dark regimes for 1 week, cell fragments 20–
30 mm long that possessed a single actively growing apex
were selected during a period of 4–6 h after the onset of
light. The selected cells were fixed and stained with DAPI.
Representative examples of the basipetally propagating
mitotic wave are shown in Fig. 6. In the cell shown in Fig. 6a,
the apical region (40–50 

 

m

 

m) is occupied by many prophase
and a few metaphase nuclei, while the basal region is occu-
pied by interphase nuclei. In Fig. 6b, the apical 60-

 

m

 

m region
is occupied almost exclusively by metaphase nuclei, and
prophase and large interphase nuclei (probably in G2) take
proximal regions. The clearest example is Fig. 6c: from the
very tip to the basal region, small nuclei, probably in the G1
stage, telophase, anaphase and metaphase occur in regular
order. Such topological arrangement of mitotic stages can
only be explained by the assumption that mitosis starts at
very apex and propagates towards the base, as schematically
drawn in Fig. 7.

Although basipetally propagating mitotic waves formed
the great majority, apparently acropetal propagation
(Fig. 8) and/or bipolar propagation (i.e., mitosis starting at
an intermediate position of the cell and propagating to both

right and left directions), were occasionally observed. This
was especially the case when the cells were not previously
trimmed.

 

Discussion

 

Nuclear movement and nuclear division

In

 

 Vaucheria

 

, tip growth and cytomorphogenesis require a
high density of nuclei, and this is achieved by transport of
nuclei from proximal or adjacent region (see Fig. 1 of
Takahashi et al. 2001). It is obvious, however, that the
nuclear density of the cell would decrease in consequence
of rapid increase in cell volume. The decrease in nuclear
density would bring about a shortage of nuclei, and finally
lead to the cessation of tip growth and cytomorphogenesis.
In the present study we demonstrated that a semi-synchro-
nous nuclear division often took place in the coenocytic
tube of

 

 Vaucheria

 

.

 

 Vaucheria

 

 probably maintains the
nuclear density within a cell by regulating the frequency of
semi-synchronous nuclear division, so as to keep the ability

 

Fig. 7.

 

Schematic drawing 
explaining the basipetally 
propagating mitotic wave. If 
the mitotic wave starts at a tip 
and propagates towards the 
base, mitotic stages observed 
in a given specimen must be 
arranged in the order shown 
here

 

Fig. 8a,b.

 

Examples of mitotic waves apparently propagating in the
reverse direction. 

 

a, b

 

 Mitotic stages of nuclei in basal regions are much
advanced, indicating that the mitotic wave propagates towards the
apex. Cells used here were much longer than those in Fig. 6. It is not
certain whether there is another growing apex at the other end, or
whether these cells have growing branches in more basal regions.

 

 Bar

 

represents 50 

 

mm
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to continue tip growth and morphogenesis. In this sense,
both nuclear movement and nuclear division cooperate in
tip growth and cytomorphogenesis.

Mitosis of Vaucheria

The nuclei of Vaucheria terrestris sensu Goetz are similar
in size to those of V. litorea (Ott and Brown 1972), but
they are considerably smaller than those of Arabidopsis
(Chytilova et al. 2000) or Adiantum protonema (Wada
1998). Nevertheless, since coenocytes have numerous nuclei
within a cytoplasmic continuum, the comparison of the size
of individual nuclei with those of uni-nuclear cells may be
meaningless. As to the distribution of nuclei, there is an
interesting analogy between the shoot apex of higher plants
and tip-growing Vaucheria cells. Similarly to the meristem
of a shoot apex, numerous nuclei accumulate in the apical
dome of actively growing Vaucheria. Although the dense
accumulation of nuclei in the apical region of Vaucheria
would mainly be achieved by transportation of nuclei from
proximal parts of the cell, it must be partially due to mitosis
occurring in the apical region (Fig. 7). The maximum fre-
quency of encountering cells with dividing nuclei was 12%
(Fig. 4). This value looks very low at a glance, but almost
corresponds to mitotic indices reported in meristems of
dicots (Couot-Gastelier 1978; Laufs et al. 1998).

Characterization of mitosis and nucleus-MT relationship

Combining our present results with electron-microscope
observations of Ott (1992), the morphology of nuclei and
dynamics of MTs during the course of mitosis are summa-
rized below.

In interphase, the long interphase MT bundles extend
from the anterior end of each nucleus (Figs. 2a, f and 3a, b).
We have observed that there is a fibrous structure in front
of the moving nucleus (Fig. 3c–e). Ott (1992) described
many longitudinally running MT bundles without associ-
ated nuclei in Vaucheria longicaulis. We found in V. terrestris
sensu Goetz, however, that each and all of the interphase
MT bundles connect to one nucleus at one end. From our
observations, we hypothesize that the nucleus-MT bundle
forms a complex and this complex glides on a substratum
with the bundle ahead. The interphase MTs disappear when
the nuclei enter prophase. If the interphase MT bundles are
essential as a motile apparatus, nuclei cannot migrate dur-
ing mitosis. The following finding may support the immov-
ability of nuclei during mitosis, namely that when apical
nuclei enter mitosis, the dividing nuclear mass is left behind
the advancing, continuously growing apex (see Fig. 6c).
Figure 5 is also indicative of nuclear immovability during
mitosis, because if dividing nuclei are translocated, the
boundary between prophase and metaphase becomes
unclear.

In interphase, two short, and thin rear MT bundles elon-
gate from the anterior end of the nucleus (Fig. 3b).

In prophase, the anterior MT bundles disappear and
characteristic, short MT bundles, approx four in number,

emanate from both poles of the spindle (Figs. 2b and 5).
We consider that these four MT bundles originate from the
rear MT bundle observed in interphase (Fig. 3). Upon
duplication of the centriole pair, the bundles would have
also duplicated and translocated to the rear end of the
prophase nucleus together with the new centriole pair.
Since no similar structures has been found previously in
other plants or animals, further detailed studies are
urgently needed.

In metaphase, the mitotic spindle is centric and closed,
as in many other coenocytic green algae, such as Boergese-
nia (Itagaki and Ogawa 1994) and Valonia (Staves and La
Claire II 1985). Chromosomes are arrayed in an equatorial
plane of the spindle (Figs. 2c and 5). Besides spindles, no
MTs are seen in the cytoplasm. This is in contrast to Vauche-
ria litorea (Ott and Brown 1972) where the long anterior
MT bundles remain until metaphase and collapse during
anaphase. This is clearly not the case in V. terrestris sensu
Goetz. As Vaucheria exhibits closed-type mitosis, spindles
must be surrounded by nuclear envelopes. This means that
a metaphase nucleus should have to take up tubulin mole-
cules through nuclear pores of the nuclear envelope.

In anaphase to telophase, two sets of chromosomes,
observed as two short parallel rods (inset of Fig. 2d), move
towards the spindle poles. A thick MT bundle called the
“interzonal spindle”, elongating up to 10 mm, is seen
between the two daughter nuclei. The interzonal spindle is
thought to originate from continuous MTs that connect the
two poles during metaphase and anaphase. Ott and Brown
(1972) described the cutting of continuous MTs in telophase
at the boundaries of daughter nuclei by invaginating inner
nuclear envelopes. Our observation (Fig. 2e) is consistent
with this description, i.e., the interzonal spindles do not
reach the daughter nuclei.

Some of the interzonal spindles are broken at the mid-
point (Fig. 2e). This may suggest that the interzonal spindle
becomes two interphase MT bundles, although an alterna-
tive possibility, that the interphase MT bundles are newly
built up from the tubulin pool, cannot be excluded. To dis-
tinguish between these, detailed electron-microscope stud-
ies on localization and migration of centrioles during the
course of mitosis will be required.

Mitotic wave

Various propagation patterns of mitosis have been reported
in phylogenetically different algal coenocytes, namely, mito-
ses occurring synchronously, semi-synchronously in limited
regions, and non-synchronously, independently of adja-
cent nuclei. Synchronous mitoses are found in a red alga,
Griffithsia (Goff and Coleman 1987), and in a green alga,
Hydrodictyon (Marchant and Pickett-Heaps 1970). In
Griffithsia, all the nuclei at the apical region synchronously
divide and the mitoses propagate as a wave towards the
basal region (Goff and Coleman 1987). Recently, Brown et
al. (2002) demonstrated a beautiful mitotic wave in the
coenocytic (syncytial) female gametophyte of maidenhair
(Ginkgo biloba). The mitotic wave propagates from the
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oldest area (nearest to the chalaza) to the other (opposing)
side. Like Boergesenia, nuclei of the Ginkgo gametophyte
are fixed in the cortical cytoplasmic sheet, keeping a con-
stant distance from each other, and therefore, cytokinesis,
mitosis and interphase are sharply differentiated in the syn-
cytium (Brown et al. 2002).

The green algal coenocytes, Valonia (Staves and La
Claire II 1985) and Boergesenia (Itagaki and Ogawa 1994;
Motomura 1996) exhibit semi-synchronous mitosis. In
Boergesenia, mitosis occurs in several discrete patches
(Motomura 1996). Although the patches gradually extend,
it was not certain whether they expand until the whole
surface area of the cell is covered. Furthermore, very differ-
ent stages of mitosis coexist in a patch. By contrast, in some
green algal coenocytes, Bryopsis (McNaughton and Goff
1990) and Cladophora (McDonald and Picket-Heaps 1976),
as well as in Vaucheria litorea (Ott and Brown 1972), nuclei
divide quite independently.

We found in Vaucheria terrestris sensu Goetz that the
nuclear division synchronizing in a limited region propa-
gates as the mitotic wave (Figs. 6 and 8). The mitosis
probably starts most frequently at a growing apex and
propagates basipetally.

When longer cell fragments were used, we often
observed mitotic waves propagating towards the observed
tip (Fig. 8). Taking into consideration, however, that there
may be other actively growing tip(s) at the other end(s) of
the cell, the observed acropetal mitotic wave could be an
illusion. That is, it might have started at another end, basi-
petally propagated and reached the end under observation.
Although nothing is known to date about the mechanism of
propagation of the mitotic wave, an involvement of specific
diffusing transmitters, excreted from the dividing nuclei,
such as CDC 2 (Nurse 1990) and cyclins (Hunt 1991), is
strongly suggested in the induction and propagation of the
mitotic wave.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, in the actively growing tip
there is always dense packing of nuclei and cytoplasm. It
seems to be natural to expect that apical nuclei are taking
leadership in triggering mitosis among all the nuclei
involved in the coenocytic continuum. Mitosis most fre-
quently occurs 4 h after the onset of light in the 12 h light/
12 h dark photoperiods. Kataoka (1975a, b) reported that
tip growth of Vaucheria geminata exhibited daily oscillation
in the 12 h light/ 12 h dark regimes. Tip growth started, or
accelerated, 1–2 h after the beginning of the dark period.
Active tip growth lasted for about 14 h, but the growth rate
then decreased and the alga even ceased growth by the end
of the light period. Similar growth oscillation has been
observed in V. terrestris sensu Goetz (data not shown). Tak-
ing into consideration this and that mitosis occurs during
daytime, we conclude that S-phase occurs during the dark
period.
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